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Egotistical, self-seeking, or whatever people may call it, but 
Gene Paul Martin’s paintings are the extension of his soul. 
Every single blank canvas painted with a surreal mix of medium 
has been a unique page in his visual diary that embraces the 
totality of his personality. Martin’s beliefs and dreams are 
manifested in every stroke of his self-absorbed craft.

Gene Paul Martin believes in fascination of emotions. An 
assortment of experiences defined his influence in his craft. 
It serves as a variety of exclusive avenues for his paintings. 
As he dwells on it, he assumes that before an artist can put 
paint on his canvas, he should first feel the essence of his 
emotions and experiences because through this, genuineness 
can be perceived.

Martin’s paintings as visual diaries are subjective as it can be. 
He has done a lot of experimentation in exploring the craft that 
he have chosen and have proven one thing: Others may not like 
what he has created but at the end of the day, what’s important 
is that he was true to himself. This aphorism has been his drive 
in continuing the core of his passion. This has been his ultimate 
maxim that he wants to impart with other people.
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Bits and pieces of memories and fragments of life are fused together in Gene Paul Martin’s 
strange, candy-colored portraits. The humbly-sized, lush oil on canvas paintings, depict 
fictional characters with either their faces obscured or grotesquely mutated and were 
inspired by fragments of life and well as materials from popular culture. They are also 
“dressed-down” (if they are a humanoid), adorning western inspired everyday clothing 
such as the infamous trucker-hat or just a plain t-shirt. 
 
Though these works could be considered as Pop-Surrealist, recycling lowbrow images and 
references into traditional easel paintings, the artist has stressed that materials from his 
life experience have helped shaped the imageries in the work, making them “real” to him. 
They are collages of images and emotions stitched together in his studio.
 
There are limited clues provided for the audience to decipher the identity of the characters. 
The environments they inhabit, in which are intended to give a sense of isolation are sparse, 
rocky and appear generic. Thus one will have to examine the limited pieces of clothing and 
accessories adorning the figures to unravel their identities.

The floating figure in Morphling (2015) depicted with a cigarette in between its supposed 
lips is composed of entangled pink intestines that is accessorized by a mop top haircut 
and a shabby trucker hat. Being somewhat “formless” and existing in a generic landscape, 
the items of accessory aid with the creation of a narrative. The trucker hat also known 
as a mesh hat or a feed cap, is a famous apparel of individuals in urban youth subgroups 
such punks, skaters and rappers in the early 2000’s. Originally worn by the American truck 
drivers as an alternative to the baseball cap and were used as promotional giveaways for 
the working-class consumer promoting gas-stations and farming supply companies, 
it was elevated to mainstream usage through the media. Popularized by MTV music 
videos, movies and magazines, it was for a moment “cool” to wear a trucker hat whether 
one lives in the suburb of Boston or in remote places such as a small town in Thailand. 
The intestinal figure in Morphling would either be a “young” American truck driver 
mutated into an unstable form or a person acquainted with the artist and is a fan of 
western clothing. Both readings seem to be insufficient to highlight the strangeness 
of the image.
 
One could observe that the “more than human” characters in Gene Paul’s paintings are 
not beyond the influence of global consumerism. They are influenced via the accessories 
and clothing they wear and that this globalizing grip on youth culture were propagated by 
the complex layered systems of mainstream media and marketing and further idealized by 
high-street brands such as Topshop, River Island and Urban Outfitters. Western products, 
the American idea of individuality and lifestyle and accessories of counterculture sold in 
countless volumes to youths globally and especially in emerging markets as they attempt 
to copy the styles of their “heroes” in edgy music videos and glossy magazine editorials. 
 
This debris of globalized marketed Western pop culture could be observed in Float On 
(2015) in which 19 floating legless androgynous figures with emo haircuts are clothed 
with typical high school style fashion from the early 2000s. They appear to be waiting for 
a concert to start or metaphorically lost in the flow of life, wearing a range of non-fashion 
apparels and styles designated for the youth such as the short-sleeved t-shirt over a long 
sleeve with contrasting colors and the raglan-sleeved t-shirt. With obscured faces and 

copy-and-paste hairstyles, Float On seems to hint at the loss of individuality in appearance 
made possible with the strong popularization of certain fashionable looks while implying 
that the individuals still retain a desire for individuality and “uniqueness” applied through 
external coverings.
   
Finally, these figures appear to be on the move, either standing in a landscape, walking or 
floating; they are characters in transition, on the way to somewhere, never comfortable 
with where they are. Gene mentioned that his paintings are like subjective visual diary 
entries, documenting the constantly changing experiences in his life and the people he 
meets. Whether they suffice as documentation material will be not be easily unraveled by 
the viewer due to the limitation of visual clues and concealments and the lack of archiving, 
though one could be certain that they document the fleeting trends of global youth culture, 
before finally the idea of sober adulthood consumes the puzzling young characters’ lives.

Haffendi Anuar 
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Cryptid I

2015 
Oil on canvas 

61 x 45.7 cm

 
Cryptid II

2015 
Oil on canvas 

61 x 45.7 cm
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Morphling

2015 
Oil on canvas 
121.9 x 61 cm
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Dream Walker

2015 
Oil on canvas 
121.9 x 61 cm
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Float On (diptych)

2015 
Oil on canvas 
91.4 x 183 cm
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Tangled I

2015 
Oil on canvas 

61 x 45.7 cm

 
Tangled II

2015 
Oil on canvas 

61 x 45.7 cm
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Gene Paul Martin (b. 1989) is young Filipino artist. He studied painting at Far Eastern 
University in Manila, graduating in 2013. His oil on canvas paintings recycle pop-culture 
imageries and fusing the images with personal narratives. He lives and works in Quezon 
City, Philippines.
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Richard Koh Fine Art has been in operation since 2005 and is 
regarded as a pioneer for introducing Southeast Asian contemporary 
art to Malaysia and the region. Promoting an adventurous roster of 
emerging and established Southeast Asian artists, the gallery regularly 
mounts exhibitions locally and abroad with a commitment to emerging 
practices and challenging media. 
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